This work presents the experimental evaluation of the state-variable modal decomposition (SVMD) method for modal parameter estimation of multi-degree-of-freedom and continuous vibration systems. Using output response ensembles only, the generalized eigenvalue problem is formed to estimate eigen frequencies and modal vectors for a lightly damped linear clamped-free thin experimental beam. The estimated frequencies and modal vectors are compared against the theoretical system frequencies and modal vectors. Satisfactory results are obtained for estimating both system frequencies and modal vectors for the first five modes. To validate the actual modes from the spurious ones, modal coordinates are employed that together with frequency and vector estimates substantiate the true modes. The paper also addresses the error associated with estimation when the number of sensors is less than the active/dominant modes of the system shown via a numerical example.
Introduction
Output-only modal analysis has gained popularity over recent years (for example [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ). Advantages of output-only analysis over traditional modal analysis are the following. I) In many real life applications, the nature of excitation prevents its measurement (for instance earthquake, wind, or traffic loads on structures), and output-only analysis eliminates the need to measure inputs. II) The construction of complex frequency response functions or transfer matrix functions requires an experienced engineer to correlate various response rows (or columns) to correctly identify the system modes, and is cumbersome in cases when the modes are not well separated. III) Contrary to traditional modal analysis, in many cases output-only analysis can eliminate the need for stand-alone testing of the structure at various locations (or components).
Output-only methods can be either time or frequency based. A non-exhaustive list of time domain output-only methods includes the Ibrahim time domain method [1] , polyreference method [2] , eigensystem realization algorithm [3, 11] ,
Assumptions
We assume the system is linear, time invariant, and has no poles in the right half plane such that techniques of system estimation and control are applicable [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . These conditions are generally necessary for calculating any frequency response functions (FRFs) and hence are applicable to the output-only methods' experimentation as well.
State-variable linear vibration model
The state-variable model of linear vibration systems is used on systems with nonproportional (non-Rayleigh [36] ) and nonmodal (non-Caughey [37] ) damping to obtain damped vibration modes [38, 39] . The equations of motion for free vibrations are
where x is an n × 1 array of mass displacements, M, C, and K, are the n × n mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, and the dots indicate time derivatives. Then defining a 2n × 1 state vector y T = [ẋ T , x T ], and introducing the equation Mẋ − Mẋ = 0 (following Meirovitch [38, 40] ), yields unforced equations of motion of the form
where
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A and B are 2n × 2n and symmetric, but are neither positive nor negative definite. (Using the formẋ −ẋ = 0 in lieu of the first part in Eq. (2) would work as well, but would not produce the symmetry in matrix A.) Assuming a response of the form y = e αt φ, the eigenvalue problem αAφ + Bφ = 0 (4) in general yields complex eigenvalues α and eigenvectors φ, with φ = [v T , w T ] T , where n × 1 vector partition v corresponds to characteristic shapes of velocity states, and partition w represents characteristic shapes in displacement (complex modes). By the construction of y, v = αw. The vectors φ are orthogonal with respect to matrices A and B. The latter does not imply that the vectors w are orthogonal with respect to M and K.
Decomposition strategy
The decomposition strategy [20] , is based on the free-response state-variable ensemble Y = [V T , X T ] T , where X is an n × N displacement ensemble and V is the n × N velocity ensemble, and W = [A T , V T ] T , where A is the n × N acceleration ensemble, where N is the number of time samples. The "correlation" matrices R = YY T /N and N = YW T /N are then formed.
In previous formulations of SVMD and SOD [17] , the n × N matrix X was assumed to be available, and the matrix V was obtained by simple numerical differentiation, such that V = XD T ≈Ẋ approximates the velocity ensemble. An example of an (N − 2n d ) × N matrix D of centered finite differences, with n d = 1 for half the span of the finite difference, is
where ∆t represents the sampling time. Thus V is n × (N − 2n d ), and so the first and last n d columns of X are dropped so that Y has compatible partitions. We would then take the derivative W = YD T ≈Ẏ, this time using
The first and last n d time samples of Y are then dropped so that the dimensions of Y and W are both 2n × N − 4n d . We then form the correlation matrix R = YY T /(N − 4n d ) and a nonsymmetric matrix N = YW T /(N − 4n d ). But there may be other ways to obtain these ensembles. For example, if structural vibrations are sensed with accelerometers, the acceleration ensemble is sampled directly, and the velocity and displacement ensembles are obtained by careful numerical integration of the acceleration signals.
Given R and N, the 2n × 2n eigenvalue problem is then
which can be rewritten as αYY
Making use of Eq. (2), W ≈Ẏ = −A −1 BY, and we have
We expect YY T to be invertible. This is true if all displacement measurements are independent and if N − 4n d > n. As such, αψ ≈ −B T A −T ψ. In matrix form
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Letting U = Ψ −T , the data eigenvalue problem leads to
which is a generalized eigenvalue problem with matrices A and B, the solution of which determines the unknowns U and Λ.
The matrix form of the structural eigenvalue problem of Eq. (4) is
a generalized eigenvalue problem with the same matrices A and B, the solution of which determines the unknowns Φ and Γ.
The eigenvalue problems of Eqs. (10) and (11) have the same solution (within the modal normalization constants), indicating that Φ ≈ U = Ψ −T and Γ = Λ. Ψ and Λ are 2n × 2n matrices, corresponding to 2n eigenvectors and 2n eigenvalues, for an n-degree-of-freedom system.
If the eigenvectors are complex, they come in conjugate pairs. That is, a conjugate pair of eigenvectors and eigenvalues represents one mode. If the eigen solution is real, an eigenvector characterizes a response configuration decaying at a rate contained in the corresponding eigenvalue. If, in fact, the damping is "modal" (Caughey), there will be n independent displacement partitions v among the 2n eigenvectors, which correspond to the n more familiar synchronous normal modes. Thus, we expect the eigenvalues of Eq. (6) to approximate the state-variable eigenvalues, containing information about damping and frequency. The inverse of the modal matrix from Eq. (6) resembles the complex linear normal modal matrix of the state-variable system Eq. (4), and contains velocity and displacement partitions. The only approximation in the method is in estimatingẊ ≈ XD T andẎ ≈ YD T , or in estimating X and V by integrating A (or using a combination of these processes if V is measured). Hence we expect reasonable estimations when noise is limited and the step size is sufficiently small compared to characteristic time scales.
Clamped-free beam experiment
This section describes the modal parameter estimation of a clamped-free beam using the SVMD method for a free vibration experiment. The system is assumed to follow the assumptions described in Section 2.1. The experimental setup of the system is described as below.
A 941 × 52 × 3 mm 3 clamped-free uniform steel beam as shown in Fig. 1 was prepared for the experiment conducted in the Dynamics and Vibrations Research Lab at Michigan State University. The beam was sensed with 16 PCB model number 352B10 accelerometers, each of which weighs 0.7 gm with a sensitivity listed in catalogue at about 10 mV/g (individual sensitivities vary slightly), equally spaced from clamp to the beam tip. These accelerometers were bonded to the beam via beeswax [12] . The beam properties were: elastic modulus E = 190 × 10 9 GPa, density ρ = 7500 Kg/m 3 , mass per unit length (including the sensor masses) m = 1.1907 Kg/m, (without the sensor massesm = 1.1787 Kg/m, but the sensor masses were included when calculating the theoretical natural frequencies of the system), and cross-sectional area moment of inertia I = 1.17 × 10 −10 m 4 . Measurement signals from the accelerometers passed through signal conditioning amplifier PCB Model number 481A02, the output of which was then fed to a data acquisition system (TEAC GX-1 Integrated Recorder) where the acceleration measurement signals were processed through a low pass filter and then converted into ASCII.txt format for recording. Further processing of these files was done in Matlab.
The data were sampled at a rate of F s = 5 kHz. The data were digitally filtered with the cut-off frequency of the lowpass filter set at 0.4 kHz. This value was set well below the Nyquist frequency to avoid aliasing effects. The beam was excited with an impulse applied between the second and third sensor locations, with the resulting response monitored by the accelerometers. A superposition of accelerometer snapshots, plotted with lines to interpolate accelerations along the VIB-09- 1306 Farooq and Feenybeam between the accelerometers, is shown in Fig. 2 . The measurement recording time was approximately 7.2 seconds, corresponding to N = 36, 327 samples. The data were also high-pass filtered to reduce the low frequency noise effects on subsequent integrations of the acceleration signals. For uniformity, each acceleration signal was then individually calibrated per its accelerometer sensitivity specifications. The magnitude of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of one of the acceleration signals is plotted in Fig. 3 . The ensemble matrix of acceleration time histories A of size 16 × N was formed. Using the Matlab routine "cumtrapz", the velocity V and displacement X ensembles were obtained by numerical integration. All ensembles were processed to remove the respective means. Next, the correlation matrices YY T = R × N and YW T = N × N, for the decomposition method SVMD were formed, where
Filtering effects
To remove a low frequency "drift" in the integrated signal ensembles, data were high-pass filtered at a filter frequency of 1.4 Hz. This value was selected at about half of the first natural frequency obtained from the FFT plot of Fig. 3 . Note that the filter frequency was evaluated in the range of 0.5 Hz to 2.0 Hz with no significant change observed in the high frequency estimates, and some improvements were seen in the lowest frequency estimate as the filter frequency approached to 0.5 Hz. This suggests that as a limiting case, a maximum of one half of the fundamental frequency by FFT should be employed as the filter corner frequency.
The frequency response of the second-order high-pass filter modeled as a single-degree-of-freedom system is shown in Fig. 4 . The filter amplitude at twice the break frequency is observed to be 0 dB, thus implying that application of the filter does not reduce the component amplitudes of the estimated frequencies. The phase shifting effects caused by this filter can be removed by running the filter "backwards". In that way, the filter becomes a fourth order system.
The filter is applied prior to, and after each numerical integration of the signals. Thus, to maintain consistency, the acceleration ensemble should be filtered thrice, the velocity ensemble twice and the displacement ensemble only once. Cast this way, the filter order becomes 12 for the ensembles.
A reviewer suggested that these filtering issues could be avoided by differentiating the acceleration twice, instead of integrating, to form Y = [DA T , A T ] T and W = YD T , from which the eigenvalue problem could be formulated. Indeed, this might be possible for free vibrations, as two derivatives of the homogeneous equation of motion Eq. (2) yield an equation of the form A ... y + Bÿ = 0. As such, the eigenvalue problem so formulated should be connected to this equation by the same development as in Section 2.3. While this approach would avoid integration drift and high-pass filtering, and might be worth investigating, differentiation also could excessively amplify high-frequency noise and overly emphasize high frequency components of the response.
Identification results
We initially kept the first N = 12, 000 samples to minimize the contribution of the high frequency noise that dominated the later part of the decayed signal ensembles. These reduced sized ensemble matrices Y and W were then assembled into the SVMD eigenvalue problem from which the eigenvectors and eigenvalues were extracted. From the acceleration snapshots in Fig. 2 , we see that the beam acceleration had a dominant second mode, implying that the impulse input, or equivalently the initial conditions, had a stronger effect on the second modal coordinate acceleration than the rest [38] .
The theoretical frequency values and the values from taking the FFT and log decrement method are tabulated in Table 1 for the first two modes. The logarithmic decrement method was applied to carefully excited, dominantly single-mode excitation responses (obtained by constraining a nodal point while plucking the beam). The SVMD method identified modal frequencies and the respective damping ratios as also presented the same table. The error thus in the frequency estimates is 1.41% and 0.30% respectively.
Since the high frequency modes are expected to damp out rather quickly, for the same experimental response, in order to see higher modes, data were further pared down to the first N = 1000 points. Then the decomposition method was able to estimate the first five modes. The obtained frequency identification results for the first five modes are shown in the VIB-09-1306
Farooq and Feeny Table 2 . Damping estimates for the first three modes were again computed on the carefully excited, dominantly "pure mode" responses by the log decrement method and are compared against the identification scheme in the Table 3 .
It is clear from these two (N = 12, 000 and N = 1000) data sets that a trade-off exists between the number of modes to be estimated and the accuracy acquired from the estimation. For an estimation of lower modes, a large-time data set is expected to be useful since higher modes generally dissipate quickly, leaving lower modes to dominate most of the recorded response. On the other hand, for the estimation of higher modes, a relatively short-time data set could be utilized with the caveat that the "short-time" data set begins to err in the lower modal parameter estimates if the time record is short compared to the lower modal periods. This can be observed in the damping estimate of the first mode that was completely "missed" by the decomposition method even though the frequency estimate for that mode remains reasonable.
Mode shapes were then estimated using the SVMD method using the N = 1000 sample points. The eigenvectors obtained from the method were normalized and are plotted separately for each mode in the Figures 5, 6 , 7, 8, and 9. These modal vectors and frequency estimates accord with the theoretical modes with a distortion observed in the lowest mode. This distortion is speculated to be due to low frequency limit on the PCB sensor (per product specs, sensor's working range is 2-10,000 Hz, the lower limit being close enough to the fundamental frequency of the beam).
In both the long and short time-record examples, the number of identified modal sets is well less than the number, n, of sensors. The remaining identified modes are spurious. The spurious modes are distinct from the estimated true modes and their complex conjugate pairs, and are dominated by noise. The extraction of shapes of higher modes is expected to improve for shorter time records, similar to the trend with the frequency and damping estimates.
It is conceivable that spurious SVMD frequencies could be similar to the true frequencies. In this case, the quality of modal coordinates may give a clue to which modes are true.
Modal coordinates
The POD uses proper orthogonal modal coordinates (POCs) to determine the modal frequencies and which modes correspond to which frequencies, as explained in detail in references [22, 41] . To this end, the state-variable vector can be written as
where q i (t) are the modal-coordinate state variables. Sampled state variables can be written in matrix-ensemble form as Y = ΦQ, where Φ = Ψ −T from the SVMD eigenvalue problem (6) , and elements in the ith row ofQ are the ith "state variable modal coordinates" (SVMCs), which approximate the sampled modal-coordinate state-variable histories q i (t). Thus, modal coordinatesQ are simply estimated byQ
where Φ approximates the state-variable linear normal modal matrix via Ψ, which is obtained by directly solving the SVMD eigenvalue problem (6) .
Modal coordinates for the SVMD, the SVMCs, are presented in Fig. 10 . It was shown [22, 41] that the POD directly yields modal dominance and that proper orthogonal modal coordinates give information on modal frequencies. While SVMD gets frequency and damping estimates directly, modal coordinates can indicate the quality of decomposition. As a verification step, frequencies can usually be estimated from modal coordinate histories either in the time domain or frequency domain. In our beam experiment, however, with N = 1000, the first modal coordinate time history was not long enough to capture much more than a half period of first modal coordinate oscillation (although SVMD was still able to extract this mode). But the higher modes had sufficient modal oscillations to easily estimate frequencies from the modal coordinates. Fig. 10 suggests that small amounts of lower modes have have leaked into the higher-modal coordinate histories, thus showing a significant low-frequency perturbation on these signals, especially in the mode 3 and mode 4.
With the exception of maybe the fourth mode, coordinates are smoothly shaped. A smooth periodic non-noisy modal coordinate history can intuitively indicate a true mode. For the fourth mode, the latter half of the modal coordinate history is distorted by noise. But the first half is good, so it is still a candidate of a true mode. Thus, the first half of fourth SVMC was tested, together with Fig. 8 and the frequency estimated by SVMD, it was concluded to be a true system mode. Also, if spurious frequencies are estimated by the SVMD, modal coordinates can help determine the true modes from fictitious ones. As an example, this is seen in Fig. 11 where modal frequencies estimated by the SVMD are close (47.39 and 44.81 Hz), but the modal coordinates clearly indicate the noisy, hence the spurious modal coordinate (shown in the figure as the solid line).
Limitations on the number of sensors and active modes
In the theoretical development of the SVMD method, it was implicitly assumed that a sufficient number of measurement sensors were always available for obtaining the time series data for modal parameter estimation. This number should be greater than or equal to the number of system frequencies present in the response. In real systems, however, only a limited number of sensors can be applied regardless of the number of active degrees of freedom. We observed in Sec. 3 the case when more sensors were available than there were active modes. In this case, SVMD was able to extract a fairly large number of dominant true modal parameters (in addition to generating spurious modal estimations). In a situation, though, where the number of available sensors would be less than the active (dominant) system modes, the SVMD may run into problems. To see this, we will conduct a sensitivity analysis followed by a numerical simulation in the following sections.
Sensitivity analysis
We have seen that if the number, n, of sensors is greater than the number of true active modes, spurious modes are present. Conversely, if the number of sensors employed for identification is less than active/dominant frequencies present in the system, the identified frequencies may deviate from the actual frequencies. To explore this, in this section we analyze a harmonic oscillation that is contaminated by a small amplitude perturbation harmonic term with only one sensor being used by the system. We are interested in the conditions under which the SVMD identification of the harmonic signal would produce results with minimum or (in ideal case) no estimate deviations. The analysis is carried out by constructing the SVMD eigenvalue problem by this under-sensed system and by obtaining an approximate solution of system eigenvalues.
Consider a response signal containing two harmonic terms of frequencies ω 1 and ω 2 such that the amplitude A 2 of the harmonic of frequency ω 2 is very small as compared to the amplitude A of the harmonic of frequency ω 1 , i.e A 2 = εA. Then
Taking the derivative twice, we obtainẋ 
Forming the y(t) andẏ(t) vectors, we get VIB-09-1306 Farooq and Feeny
Thus, the key matrices y(t)y(t) T and y(t)ẏ(t) T are obtained as
We relate the y(t)y(t) T and y(t)ẏ(t)
T to YY T and YW T by approximating the summations in YY T ∆t and YW
T ∆t as integrals on elements of y(t)y(t) T and y(t)ẏ(t)
T . Integrating, making use of trigonometric identities, applying to the SVMD eigenvalue problem (6) , and simplifying, we obtain
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The identified eigenvalues of this system are
We observe that if the perturbation amplitude is small, that is if ε ≈ 0, then the eigenvalues are approximately ω 2 1 and the SVMD correctly identifies the system frequency. However, if ε is significant, the eigenvalues estimation suffers greatly. This would be the case where either the system may have high noise amplitudes, or the system may have many active/dominant modes such that the harmonic amplitudes cannot be correlated (i.e A and A 2 are independent, as opposed to the assumption made earlier in this analysis where harmonic amplitudes were related).
Addition of a third frequency perturbation of strength ε 3 to the original signal approximately results in
, that further deviates the SVMD identification from the actual frequency. This analysis is of this simple signal illustrates the repercussions of having limited availability of the sensor numbers and significance of low amplitude noise on the signals when using the SVMD for modal parameter identification. Next, we will present a more complicated numerical example.
Numerical Example
In this example, we simulated the numerical three-degree-of-freedom mass-spring-damper example using modal damping (c = 0.01M) shown in [22] with the difference of having an additional perturbation harmonic in the system as explained below.
The computation used N = 2000 data points, with time step ∆t = 0.01, was corrupted with 8 bit quantization noise, and used a differentiation step size of 32 (n d = 16) [20, 21] . The response was constructed from y(t) = Φq = Φq 0 e αt where q 0 = Φ T Ay(0). While constructing the modal coordinates q(t), we added a perturbation harmonic of frequency ω = 2ω 3 , with an amplitude ε = 0.1 to the third modal signal. In this way, the system had a fourth frequency, effectively from an unmodeled mode, with only three sensors. The estimated parameters are shown in Table 4 .
Modal identification of the first two modes was very good. We see that the third mode was "off". The approximation of Eq. (21) estimates the undamped system frequency at ω 3e = 1.7048, which was not quite achieved due to presence of damping and additional degrees of freedom in the system. (When we ran a simulation for undamped case, SVMD estimated ω 3 = 1.7483 which is closer to the predicted value). Also in general, increase in the noise amplitude resulted in increased error in estimates.
It is clear from this simulation study that the decomposition method at best, is only as good as the number of sensors available to it.
Conclusion
We have experimentally evaluated the modal parameter identification of structural systems using the state-variable modal decomposition method on a thin beam. It is possible that our experiment has some deviation from standard assumptions such as linearity, time invariance and ideal boundary conditions, and as such the identification can have some errors. The identified system was matched against the theoretical results of an Euler beam.
The decomposition method showed good results for modal parameter identification. For the beam, a greater number of sensors was used than the active/dominant frequencies present in the system and the system frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes were obtained. We observed that data length can be slightly manipulated to either identify greater number of modes or increase accuracy in lower modal identification. The trend observed was that short time records result in higher-mode estimates whereas longer time records are good for lower-mode estimates. Some spurious modes can appear in parameter identification, and by using the modal coordinates together with the modal vectors, spurious modes can be efficiently separated. Work is is underway to quantify the quality of modal coordinates. The observations stated herein were gained by testing multiple experimental test beams (not all shown). It was also observed that low frequency noise issues can be addressed by an appropriate filter selection.
This study also showed that if the number of active/dominant system modes is greater than the number of sensors available, the SVMD method may not be able to accurately identify some of the modal parameters.
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